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2018’s Macclesfield Barnaby Festival was 
a riotous, happy, 10-day celebration of 
culture, community, creativity and fun. 

Our ambitious outreach and engagement project, 
generously supported by the Taylor Family Foundation, 
saw artists working in schools, colleges and with 
community groups in the town, creating opportunities 
for children and young people – and, delightfully, their 
parents and grandparents as well – to encounter the 
power of storytelling, graffiti art, parkour and dance. 

With 2016’s edition of the Festival showing major 
commissions from Wild Rumpus, Hondartza Fraga and 
Bedwyr Williams, there were those who thought we had 
perhaps set the bar for new work too high; but Zarah 
Hussain’s installation piece ‘Invisible Threads’, shown in 
the Silk Museum with a soundtrack by Danny Thorpe, 
was a mesmerising experience from the Macclesfield-
born artist and winner of the People’s Choice Lumen 
Prize. See more below.

Once again, we turned the town into a playground, 
starting with a musical Beat Route on Friday night, and 
the festival Parade on the Saturday of the Big Weekend. 
A crowd of over 600 noisy, dancing, drumming and 
whooping carnivalistas filled the marketplace and 
historic centre, with over thirty community organisations, 
many schools and countless groups of friends brought 
together by Macclesfield Artspace and their inspirational 
animateur John Hartshorn.

 

 
 

But this wasn’t the end of the outdoor arts: every year, 
feedback asks for more street theatre, performers, and 
shows to liven up the Market Place. This year we were 
able to bring in some fantastic professional street artists 
from across the country, as well as showcasing our own 
home-grown talent on the Artspace stage. Many people 
chose Strictly Dad Dancing – devised to get families 
engaged on Father’s Day, traditionally a difficult sell – 
as their highlight of the weekend!

Local creative talent was also to the fore in our two 
Roots-themed ‘Routes’. The Visual Art Trail showed the 
work of twenty-six artists in venues across the town, 
and the Beat Route on the first Friday night created 
thirty-two mini-gigs to kick off the Festival in style. 
Free to enjoy, and enthusiastically followed by several 
hundred music fans, these were a great way to start the 
weekend.

Once known as Women’s Town, Macclesfield wanted to 
mark the centenary of women’s suffrage properly. We 
devised an innovative multi-form programme, with talks, 
performance, exploration of history of place, theatre 
and debate – looking backwards, but also wholly 
anchored in present currents of thought. We celebrated 
women in journalism, politics, activism, sport and 
science – even brewing – as well as the many women 
artists who were part of the main Festival pogramme.

And we haven’t even begun to touch on the rest of the 
programme: music, theatre from Macclesfield College 
students, the return of Macc-Pow!, walks and talks, 
visual arts, experiences, ticketed events (including the 
James Taylor Quartet, Belshazzar’s Feast, Rossini’s 
Petite Messe Solonelle, Will Self and Arthur Smith), 
DJs in the market place, and the  unveiling of the one 
and only Barnaby Tap - a pop-up bar in the ancient 
Buttermarket, celebrating local beer.
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FOCUS 
Outreach and engagement

In the run up to Barnaby Festival 2018 we delivered a 
year-long pilot programme providing opportunities for 
young people aged 7-21 to play in their town as creative 
citizens by working in collaboration with the festival and 
professional artists on site specific works. Each project 
worked with the festival theme of Route/Roots.

 
PROJECT AIMS

• To provide opportunity for young people aged 7-18 
to engage in arts activity in Macclesfield

• To provide opportunity for young people aged 7-18 
to work collaboratively with professional artists

• To ensure provision for young artists to showcase 
their work in Macclesfield. 

• To provide a voice for young people as part of the 
festival programme. 

• To establish closer working relationships and 
collaborative ways of working on arts projects with 
schools and Macclesfield College and establish a 
mechanism for delivering arts projects together.

• To increase arts activity in areas identified as poor 
socio-economic areas and having low arts provision 
in Macclesfield  

We are extremely grateful to the Taylor Family 
Foundation, who funded the project’s first year. 

WHAT, WHERE AND WHEN

Youth Arts Programme A year-long pilot programme 
of activity introducing  a Visual Artist, Storyteller and 
Parkour artist to work in schools and in communities in 
Macclesfield (where arts provision is identified as low) 
creating three artworks made by young people aged 
7-18. These artworks featured as part of the festival 
programme in 2018. Artwork made by young people, 
for young people as part of the festival.

Schools Festival Network A forum for schools to  
work collaboratively with the festival over a period of  
a year. To work for 12 months with teachers and pupils 
to establish ideas and ultimately a project proposal for 
the school year 2018-9.

Programme Take Over A panel of young adults  
aged 16-18 worked with the festival team responding 
to a brief to take over a slice of the festival programme, 
catering for their own audience. The festival worked 
with Macclesfield College as a partner.

HOW

We worked collaboratively with schools (Pussbank 
Primary, Upton Priory, Park Royal and Broken Cross 
Primary) and Macclesfield College to establish 4 
separate groups who created work in collaboration with 
Jan Blake (International Storyteller), Richard Roberts 
(Visual Artist) and Deni Stoynev (Parkour/Free Runner 
facilitators) based on the festival theme of ‘roots/
routes’. This work was then presented in the festival 
programme in June 2018. The artists worked regularly 
with each group over a period 10-12 months to deliver 
the projects.

Two of the participating schools were in areas (Upton 
Priory and Broken Cross) where arts provision is low and 
money is sometimes a barrier to accessing the arts.  
We also ensured that all workshops were free to 
participants and select groups based on need and  
ability to commit to the length of the project.

We have created stronger links with schools across 
Macclesfield by forming a schools festival network – 
our aim is to build on this in 2019 and the run up to 
the festival in 2020. The network consists currently of 
teachers, but we would like to evolve this in 2019 to 
also include student representatives and continue to 
meet regularly, creating a programme for the following 
academic year.

Jan Blake – Pussbank Primary and  
Broken Cross School:

• 5 sessions with parents – 10 parents  
(at Pussbank School)

• 10 sessions with students (KS2) after-school club – 
20/30 students per school

• Storytelling performance with years 1,2,3 & 4

• Performances at the Festival by both schools to a 
packed out audience in St Michaels Churchyard.

Jan brought her amazing storytelling skills to 
Macclesfield as part of a 12 month programme  
working with local schools. The programme included 
storytelling workshops  and the development of a 
storytelling club run by pupil’s parents. 

Broken Cross is a very small school with a previously 
poor reputation, within a social housing estate on the 
edge of the town. The Head Teacher is in the process of 
turning this school around, and saw the huge benefits 
of involving their school and community in this project. 
Jan approached the project differently, encouraging 
family participation by getting each child to create a 
storyboard of their part of the story they were telling on 
an appliqué designed cushion. Parents, Grandparents 
and carers supported them in this process.

At the festival on the first Saturday, the children from 
both schools performed their stories as part of a well 
marketed family programme. The audience included 
many family members who had supported them in the 
creation of cushions and some parents performed with 
their children. 

The marquee was full to bursting, with an estimated 
audience of around 100 - 150 people. The audience 
included people who hadn’t participated or visited the 
festival before. This supports a key aim of the festival 
to build new audiences and encourage participation by 
those who don’t normally experience the arts.

This programme provided a good pilot model for other 
schools and Jan is interested in developing a proposal 
with Barnaby Festival to extend this project working 
with families at schools in Macclesfield where english 
is their second language, using storytelling as a tool to 
explore english, and supporting their transition to living 
in a new community by sharing their own language and 
culture through their stories. We have now established 
a schools festival network which encourages schools to 
become more involved in making work with the festival. 
The storytelling project is being discussed as a potential 
model to roll out to all schools in Macclesfield.



FOCUS 
Outreach and engagement

Feedback from Pussbank School

Parents:

“I just wanted to give some feedback on the Storytelling 
Club. M has loved the club and she would love to do it if 
it was run again. We loved the fact that she came home 
and told us a story that night that she had been told 
earlier.”

“I enjoyed the parents’ club yesterday. It made me  
lose some inhibitions. If you were to run some more,  
I would definitely go.”

“I am writing to thank you and all at the school for 
organising the amazing storytelling course for parents.”

Teachers:

“Overall, I think storytelling is so important and it is 
great that the school are the pilot for what I think will 
be a successful project. We are proud to be there at the 
beginning. Thanks.”

“I found the sessions enlightening and empowering. I 
have used the skills immediately, not only to tell a fun 
story to the children but I have been able to adapt the 
skills in managing behaviour at home, which is just 
wonderful.”

“If Jan is able to return to school, I would love to attend 
any future sessions and I would recommend her to any 
parent. Thank you again.”

Richard Roberts

Upton Priory, Park Royal School, Macclesfield 
College:

• 3 sessions with students at each school – (KS2 - Yrs 
3 and 4) – 112 students participated 

• Silhouettes Street Art Trail across 27 participating 
shops, businesses and venues

• Workshops over 2 days of the festival for visitors to 
create their own silhouette

• Workshops with design students at  Macclesfield 
College to help create the map of the silhouette 
trail.

Richard is a landscape and street mural artist with 
experience of working with young people and with 
commercial experience of creating artwork for big 
brands using his street art style. 

https://rproberts.com/

Richard first worked with students at Macclesfield 
College (16/17yrs - design students) to help create an 
idea of what the format of the trail might be, taking 
the idea of a trail (route) using silhouettes of the 
towns significant buildings. The group created designs 
that became part of the map promoting the trail and 
highlighting the locations of all of the silhouettes 
created by the students at the schools. 

The maps were distributed through the participating 
schools and at the festival from the Festival Hub in 
the main shopping centre - which hosted the street art 
workshops. 1000 leaflets were printed and distributed.

Working with 112 students across Upton Priory and 
Park Royal School - Richard guided them in 3 sessions 
to help create images on their silhouettes that reflected 
what they love about Macclesfield. Each silhouette 
was then exhibited across the town centre during the 
2 weeks of the festival hosted in the windows of local 
businesses, shops and venues. Each students work was 
identified on the map, so that parents and families 
could visit their work, creating a sense of pride and 
connection to the festival and encouraging families who 
haven’t participated/visited the festival to come along 
for the first time.

Denislav Stoynev

1. Upton Priory and Park Royal School and 
Macclesfield College:

• 8 sessions with students at Macclesfield College – 
20 students participating - performing arts 

• 5 sessions with students (KS2)  – 20/30 students per 
school - then 30 participating in the performance 
(Upton Priory and Park Royal)

• Workshops at the festival - taster session for festival 
attendees

• Performance at Park Royal School on last day of the 
festival

• Performance by Macclesfield Students on the 
opening night of the festival in St Michaels Church 
Yard.

2. Park Royal School and Upton Priory School - Hero 
for One Day

Deni worked with year 4 and 5 students at two primary 
schools in Macclesfield for six  months in the run up 
to the festival, he taught them basic parkour/dance 
skills and then worked together with the students 
and Manchester University student Lauren Wilson a 
volunteer, supporting the Community Engagement and 
Outreach programme. Lauren wrote the outline script 
in collaboration with Denislav, and supported resourcing 
equipment for the rehearsals and performances, she 
was also able to shadow his workshops.

Park Royal School during the school network meetings 
offered the idea of growing their own food to create a 
‘feast’ alongside the performance. They grew a huge 
variety of vegetables and herbs, which resulted in a 
feast of beetroot brownies, a vegetable curry and a mix 
of vegetable soups which were offered to our audience 
on the performance day.

Feedback from Upton Priory School:

Teachers:

“Dear All,

Thank you so much for a wonderful day today. It was 
a great success. I think Deni if you started a parkour 
school for kids in Macc, it would be a big hit!

It was super to work with all you ladies too, nice to meet 
up with you again Diana. Good luck with future work, 
look forward to Barnaby 2020!

“Diane the food in the feast was fantastic, that curry 
was so delicious. You all worked super hard, so thank 
you for that.

I’ve had an email from a parent saying how much she 
enjoyed the performance and how much her son loved 
being a part of it. She wanted me to pass on her thanks 
to everyone!”

“The primary school parkour performance ‘Superhero 
for a Day’ took place at Parkroyal Community School on 
the second Saturday of the festival and was performed 
by pupils from Parkroyal and Upton Priory. Families and 
friends were invited to watch the performance and enjoy 
a feast that had been prepared by Parkroyal staff using 
produce grown at the school as part of a gardening 
club. There was a lovely atmosphere and I overheard a 
class teacher comment on how impressed she was that 
the two groups of children had worked so well together, 
‘you wouldn’t know that they were from different 
schools.’”

Here is a link to a video of the performance - hosted at 
Park Royal School to an audience that more than filled 
the hall.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/11i6_
TqNRepdWjQ0LwFlL77RsIDonoovY/view



FOCUS 
Outreach and engagement

Feedback from Macclesfield College:

Denislav worked with performing arts students from 
Macclesfield College on creating a performance 
parkour piece to be performed on the opening night 
of the festival. The students had various skills and 
abilities, which Deni was able to harness, including the 
involvement of a student with high level tech skills who 
became the sound engineer for the performance. The 
students choreographed the performance themselves, 
with Deni’s guidance on the festival theme. The 
students worked with a variety of forms to create an 
emotive performance that was very well attended in the 
Church Yard. The performance  attracted in particular 
both a family and youth audience.

“I wasn’t able to attend the rehearsals for the parkour 
performance created by performing arts students at 
Macclesfield College, however I was able to watch its 
debut on the first night of the festival, with fish and 
chips in hand! Denislav had explained to me that this 
performance had been choreographed entirely by the 
students on the theme of roots/ routes and that they had 
mostly rehearsed it in their own time. Moments before 
the start of the performance, St Michael’s churchyard 
was full with spectators and the performers’ excitement 
was palpable! The performance was extremely powerful 
and thought provoking, and the presentation of a gift to 
Deni after the final bows was a sign of how much this 
artist collaboration opportunity meant to the students.”

“Such an amazing time....we love💜Barnaby......makes
me burst with pride to be a local. Highlights for us 
were...Parkour on Fri night....what a great start to 
the festival...such talented students, and Parkour at 
Park royal...wow....jawdroppingly amazing! And the 
food afterwards....wow. Like I said...so proud to be a 
Macconian.”

Here is a link to a film of the performance:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1u98AuhX5lZ6JXgt18tlb
9BJNRzwhpKfn/view

Trouble in Paradise:

The second project was their end of year show - Trouble 
in Paradise, which was written and performed by the 
students. The show focused on the festival theme of 
roots/routes, creating a nightclub scenario across the 
roaring 20’s and 80’s. 

It was a sellout performance, held for the first time in 
the town centre at a central venue, raising the profile of 
the College and the students work. It was the first time a 
final year show had been integrated into the festival.

 

Outcomes against objectives
PARTICIPATION:

“150 young people will have access to 
arts provision across Macclesfield for a 
year”

Outturn 252

Parkour:

Park Royal 30 
Upton Priory 30 
Macc College - 20

Street Art:

Upton Priory - 50 
Park Royal - 62 
Macc College - 20

Storytelling:

Pussbank - 20 
Broken Cross - 20

PARTNERSHIPS:

“Schools will develop a sustainable 
relationship with the festival which will 
in turn increase arts provision for young 
people”

This network will continue and grow beyond the 2018 festival. Teacher 
feedback has been unanimously positive and delighted. 

INCLUSION:

“Young people from low income 
backgrounds and areas of low arts 
provision will get access to arts 
engagement for free”

Upton Priory and Broken Cross were the focus for 2018 in low income 
areas of Macclesfield. For 2019/20 the festival will continue to work with 
these schools and aim to bring in Hurdsfield, Fallibroome and Macclesfield 
Academy who also serve areas of low income and low arts provision.

PERFORMANCE:

“A year long programme will provide 
young people with skills and training and 
also develop their communication and 
confidence”

The programme developed skills across a broad range of art forms, from 
storytelling, performance, parkour, sound engineering, choreography and 
script development. It also hooked into to core curriculum skills, such as 
creative writing, comprehension and reading. The performances featured 
as highlights within the Barnaby programme, and participants were able to 
develop their work and performances alongside well respected professionals. 
All the performances were well received and attended, ensuring the growing 
confidence of all participants.

PLANNING: 

“The pilot programme will provide a 
model for working more collaboratively 
with Macclesfield schools”

“Contact with the artists will provide 
opportunities for the future”

This programme of work has provided a solid start for the network, and 
feedback from participating schools will help shape the network and how the 
festival partners with schools going forward. We have recruited a new Trustee 
who is a headteacher at a local secondary school, who has undertaken to 
extend to KS3 and KS4.

Relationships have been developed between artists and schools going 
forward, with at least one primary school investing to extend its project with 
an artist. It has also increased the confidence of the schools in participating 
in creative projects and events with the festival.



FOCUS 
Zarah Hussain: Invisible Threads

‘Invisible Threads’ is an interactive, programmable 
digital art installation by Lumen Prize-winning artist 
Zarah Hussein, situated in Macclesfield’s Silk Museum. 
It was commissioned from Macclesfield-born, Lumen-
prize winning artist Zarah Hussain by Macclesfield 
Barnaby Festival in 2018, and took its starting point as 
Zarah’s parents’ journey to Macclesfield from Pakistani 
Kashmir in the 1970s.

At its height in the early 1800s, Macclesfield was 
the world’s biggest manufacturer of finished silk 
goods. Fragments of the industry remain, albeit on 
a much smaller post-industrial scale. But the textile 
workforce has always been perceived as being culturally 
homogenous, with little attention paid to the people 
who came here from other countries to work within the 
industry.

Zarah used the story of her parents’ journeys from 
Kashmir as a springboard to shine a light on the hidden 
stories of these modern textile workers. With the 100-
year anniversary of the first female suffrage act in 2018, 
we also wanted to tell the stories of the women workers 
who came to Macclesfield; women like Zarah’s mother, 
who worked fringing silk scarves.

Zarah documented a series of punch cards from the Silk 
Heritage Trust’s unique collection of jacquard patterns 
known as ‘Macclesfield Neats’. Using the cards as 
primary source material, she designed an immersive 
installation using the geometric spacing found on the 
cards. The punch holes were represented using LED 
lights; presented in an immersive way, within a blackout 
chamber, this gave an insight into the ‘mind’ of the 
machine.

The artwork was successfully designed, built, 
programmed, installed and launched in the Silk 
Museum, Macclesfield on 15 June 2018. The 
information leaflet provided to visitors is enclosed, and a 
short film. An online review of the work can be seen at 
http://www.corridor8.co.uk/article/macclesfield-barnaby-
festival-2018 

It was the most popular single exhibition of 2018’s 
Festival. 17% of visitors were under 16, and fully 
one third were under 24. This makes it exceptionally 
successful in attracting a hard to reach audience. Some 
visitor feedback follows:

As good as any installation I’ve seen  
at the Tate

My 6 year-old son loved it.  
He said it’s the best show ever. 

Beautiful installation and wonderful to see 
connection to Islamic culture in Macc

Amazing to have an artist of this calibre  
exhibited in Macclesfield and hope it can  
remain beyond the festival

Mesmerising art, emotional stuff for some  
reason. Brilliant. Thank you Barnaby!

21st century Rothko

Like something I’ve never seen before

Amazing, will be back tomorrow. Wish  
I could come here every day to meditate.  
Thank you!

The main strand of engagement was through visits to 
the installation itself, and the free workshops for 5-15 
age groups, which were held in the town over the 
weekend of 16-17 June: details http://www.shift-digital.
co.uk/?event=digital-kaleidoscopes. These were very 
popular, with over 200 participants enjoying making 
their own digital art and talking about Zarah’s piece.

A film (over an hour long) of the piece can be  
seen on the Barnaby Festival website or  
https://vimeo.com/318705290

Invisible Threads was generously supported by:



Macclesfield Barnaby Festival 2018 
Outputs and outcomes

STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE

MEASURE BARNABY DELIVERED...

Offer
Events,  
opportunities, venues

10 days of events and programming, The Parade featured 36 community groups, 
with 600 people taking part, including 100 suffragettes, watched by an audience 
of over 3,000. There were 12 floats made at ArtSpace, and more dance and more 
music than ever before. 

Audience estimate (including repeat attendances) – 14,000. The main Festival 
animated 20 venues, the Art Trail opened up 21 artist workspaces, and the Beat 
Route welcomed 25 music venues, bars and restaurants into the Festival - many for 
the first time.

Participation 
/ Audience 
experience - 
Festival

Volume: Audience 
and participant 
numbers

 
Community 
engagement

 
Depth of participation 
and engagement

 
Reported experiences 
of quality, innovation, 
risk-taking

93% of respondents to our audience survey rated their overall experience as good 
(28%) or very good (65%). 94% would definitely come again.

In terms of stand-out moments, the parade was a clear winner, but music 
performances of all kinds (classical, community, the bands in the marquee and in 
the bars) were second in running. Audiences also liked the surprising – Will Self 
“Because I wouldn’t expect to see him in Macclesfield” and Pete “the unstable knife 
juggler”.

In the CEOC programme (see above), 4 primary schools (Park Royal and Broken 
Cross, Pussbank Primary, Upton Priory) participated, alongside Macclesfield 
College – a total of 252 students took part in over 40 participatory sessions with 
artists, Jan Blake (International Storyteller), Richard Roberts (Visual Artist) and Deni 
Stoynev (Parkour/Free Runner. These included one-off workshops and a series of 
engagements, culminating in three exceptional performances of co-choreographed 
parkour and community story-telling and an arts trail around town.

“Brilliant!!!! We had an amazing day today THANK YOU everyone who took part”

“Barnaby was most splendid. Art and music at its best. “

“Such an amazing time....we love Barnaby......makes me burst with pride to be 
a ‘local. Highlights for us were.... The Crow House...absolutely incredible, we 
didnt want it to end, Parkour on Fri night....what a great start to the festival...such 
talented students, and Parkour at Park royal...wow....jaw-droppingly amazing! And 
the food afterwards....wow. Like I said...so proud to be a Maxonian. Mandy and all 
of your team....you did an amazing job.”

“Great two days for young and old alike…Overall great time.”

“I went on the Weirdstone Walk... It was inspirational stuff...”

“Peter and the Wolf: Brilliant performance - packed to the rafters too! Macc 
youngsters loved it! “

“JTQ were absolutely amazing tonight. What a fantastic way to kick off this year’s 
festival. Great band.  Great dancing.”

“Macctastic: Fabulous and very busy day. So much effort had been into all the 
stalls. Well done to all the organisers.”

Volunteer survey

Volume of  
volunteers

 
Satisfaction/
experience of 
volunteers

32 volunteers who formed the main body of volunteers, with many more involved in 
supporting the community parade. 

When asked about their motivations for getting involved, 90% stated that they 
volunteer for personal satisfaction and enjoyment and 83% to give back to the 
community. Just over half signed up to make new friends and contacts, and a third 
to promote arts, culture and creativity.

STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE

MEASURE BARNABY DELIVERED...

Economic and 
business impact

Footfall, experience, 
economic impact

Net economic impact from audience spend – £216,650. 

NB: figures based on estimates based on audience survey from a conservative 
figure of 14,000 attendees / 7,000 family groups over the 10 day period. who spent 
on average £30.95p per family group with upper estimates of spend at £150.

However, many stated that they spent little, as festival is perceived as low cost and 
accessible, without prohibitive transport or ticketing costs. 

In 2018 we worked with local food and drink partners Five Clouds, Red Willow, 
Forest Gin, Monocle Deli for fantastic food and drink, with sponsorship from PR 
Jones. 

The Beat Route, curated by Jane Birch from Mash Guru involved 21 venues, The 
Grosvenor Centre provided the Festival Hub with exhibition, workshop and green 
room space, and many other businesses provided space for the Silhouette art trail 
and took part in the shop window competition. 

Audience 
development

Non-local  
audiences

Widening 
participation

Creative case for 
diversity

Audiences for Barnaby 2018 were predominantly local, coming from the town 
and surrounding villages. Based on audience survey responses, around 96% of the 
audience self-identified as ‘White British’. 

The feedback survey also suggested audiences from older age groups, with 58% 
of respondents over 45%. The community engagement and outreach programme 
specifically targeted young people within lower socio-economic groups in 
Macclesfield through its work with specific schools in the area.

Artistic impact
New commissions 

Artist experience 

The Visual Arts trail showcased art work and studio spaces around the town, 
organised by Mike Thorpe and Erika Groeneveld of Studio TwentysevenB. 

There was a hugely positive response to the commission of new work ‘Invisible 
threads’ from Zarah Hussain (see above). This brought new attendees to the Silk 
Museum, with 35% of the week’s visitors specifically coming to visit the installation.

Audience comments:

“As good as any installation at the Tate”

“Beautiful installation and wonderful to see connection to Islamic culture in Macc”

“Really interesting, 13 stars - physical and mental experience - one of the very best 
installations I have seen”

“Beautiful and mesmerising. Amazing to have an artist of this calibe exhibited in 
Macclesfield and hope it can remain beyond the festival”

“Mesmerising art, emotional stuff for some reason. Brilliant. Thank you Barnaby”

“21st century Rothko”

Schools’ feedback on artists:

Thank you so much for a wonderful day today. It was a great success. I think Deni if 
you started a parkour school for kids in Macc, it would be a big hit!

“The part I enjoyed the most about storytelling was the games and the activities. I 
had so many favourite stories from Jan and I really hope she will return next year”.



STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE

MEASURE BARNABY DELIVERED...

PR, reputation and 
place-promotion

Placemaking  
and marketing 

Barnaby brings new arts and cultural activities to the town. 

What Barnaby inspired:

“Will definitely check out more local arts stuff.”

“I’d love to be more involved in cultural events in and around Macc - its arts and 
culture that make life worth living! (that and walking in the hills...)”

What people want more of:

• More music

• More art installations around town

• Less art, more entertainment!

• Events in between and annually 

• Think it is all brilliant – just a challenge to fit it all in!

Capacity building

Audience 
development (see 
separate measure)

Confidence and 
competence testing 
for venues and event 
hosting

Process evaluation – 
formative feedback

The town is our venue. 

Barnaby uses a mixtures of established and unusual venues, and has over the years 
developed strategies for partnership work and capacity development for the ‘cultural 
infrastructure’ of the town, part of the original intentions of the Festival. 

New spaces transformed in 2018:

•  The Buttermarket  turned into a craft beer ‘tap bar’

• The churchyard turned into a parkour performance area

• Mads Theatre as the site for contemporary art 

• Teggs Nose as a concert venue 

Sustainability/
Fund-raising

Willingness to 
take part again 
of participants/
businesses/audiences

Process evaluation 
– financial 
management, 
governance, 
leadership

Following several years of sustained support from Arts Council England, including 
a fantastic R & D programme,  Barnaby 2018 did not secure specific ACE funding. 
This created a challenge: design a Festival that will thrill and delight, without 
compromising artistic quality or opportunities for low- or no-cost participation. 

A significant grant from the Taylor Family Foundation underpinned our outreach 
and engagement project. The continued and generous support of Cheshire East 
and Macclesfield  Town Councils provided a core funding platform, which we 
augmented by lean planning and budgeting. 

Foundations including Granada and Aziz supported Zarah Hussain’s commission, as 
did the ACE-funded Slant programme, and local businesses provided vital additional 
donations.

Our programming and planning focused on developing home-grown performances, 
often led or catalysed by artists with a national track record, and comwith marquee 
events that we knew matched or exceeded audience expectations. 

Overall, 2018’s spend was around 52% of 2016’s edition. Income breakdown for 
2018 was as follows:

• Statutory funders: £47k (35%)

• Trusts & foundations: £42k (31%)

• Trading: £29k (21.5%)

• Sponsorship: £17k (12.5%)



Trustees Emmanuel Botwe • Nigel Bradley • Dr Abigail Gilmore (Co-chair)  
• David Gooda • Greg van Enk-Bones • Nicola Waterworth (Co-chair)
Patrons Clare Hayward DL • Stephen Morris • Jane Munro BEM
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